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Background

60.3%
Completion rate

58
Total responses

Program responses

49.1%
STEAMDANCE PRIMARY

24.5%
Dancing story 

20.7%
Secondary schools

5.7%
Intensive residency projects
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Area breakdown of responses

Participation breakdown

19.6%
New South Wales

2%

30%

Tasmania

of schools had 
participated with us before

2%
South Australia

76.5%

70%

Victoria

of schools had not 
participated with us before
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85%
rated their school 

students as unlikely 
to have had this 
experience if we 

hadn’t visited

70%
were not aware 
that TAB had an 

education program

69%
said our program 

increased arts 
activity at their 

school 
(12% did not know)

71%
said physical activity 

of their students 
increased 

(11% didn’t know)
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Response to the The Australian Ballet program

“It was wonderful to see all students experience dance. I saw students 
develop an appreciation and respect for the physical and challenging 

nature of dance. The instructors were professional and engaging.”

- Primary Teacher, Melbourne
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75%
Cost

Cost

Availability

Having the skills and knowledge to facilitate arts delivery

Finding the time

52.8%
Availability

52%
Time

19.4%
Having the skills 
or knowledge to 

facilitate arts 
activity 

30.6%
Student interest 

70%
Interest from 

school community 
in supporting arts 

activity 

69%
Other

Participants rated The Australian Ballet as highly 
effective in addressing these barriers in terms of 

What are the barriers to arts engagement for your students?

Access
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100%
of teachers noticed 
the students having 
fun and enjoying the 

lessons

100%
noticed positive 
changes in the 
moods of the 

students following 
dance workshops

99%
noticed students 

fully taking part in 
lessons

94%
noticed students 
taking part more 
than they would 
normally (3% not 

sure, 3% disagreed) 

Quality and engagement

“Professionalism and delivery of the workshops to students was second 
to none. The choreography of the ballet performance was outstanding 
full of humour and expression. Our teachers and students were highly 

entertained and appreciative of all of the hard work behind the 
scenes to present the ballet to our school.”

- Primary Teacher, Regional Victoria
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Specific curricular knowledge in English
(Supporting students to interact with others to express 
ideas and concepts, interpret, analyse and evaluate ideas, 
information and issues and understand texts/stories in 
context of other cultures or historical periods)

Specific curricular knowledge 
of The Arts: DANCE 
(Supporting students to explore and develop their ideas 
through dance, develop an understanding of choreography, 
performance and appreciation of dance, respond and 
interpret their own work and the work of others)

Health and Physical Education  
(An overall rating for Health and Physical education –
supporting students to increase their knowledge about 
safe dance practice, develop a more positive attitude 
to dance and physical activity, improve their motor 
skills and coordination, apply an understanding 
of the body’s capabilities)

Specific curricular support for 
Social Capabilities learning
(Reflecting on whether it supported student to cooperate 
with classmates, work effectively in pairs, communicate 
effectively, solve problems and develop leadership skills)

Critical and Creative thinking
(Reflecting on whether it supported students to use their 
imaginations, reflect on their learning, make choices, take 
risks, ask questions, make connections between dance 
and other subjects)

Specific curricular support for 
Personal Capabilities learning  
(Reflecting on whether it supported students to improve 
confidence levels, show pride in achievements, improve 
focus and concentration levels)

85%

44%

44.5%

81%

97.1%

31.4%

31%

56%

44.5%

37%

of teachers rated the program’s 
support for English literacy 
as high (between 6 and 10)

rated this at the highest level (10)

rated this as highly effective (10)

rated this as very high

rated this as highly effective 
(50% as 9/10)

rated this at the highest level (10)

of teachers rated this as high 
(between 8 and 9)

rated this as 7, 8, or 9 (very high)

rated this as (8/9)

of teachers rated this between 6 and 7

Cross-curricular knowledge
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Innovation

Science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM)
(These questions were just answered by the STEAMDANCE Primary teachers)

The sessions supported STEM 
learning outcomes for our students

(The other percentage of students may not have 
had STEM-related sessions e.g. sometimes we focus on 
Personal and Social or Performing Arts at their request)

78%

94%

68%

89%

agreed that it did

agreed that it challenged their 
students to learn in this way

thought the sessions linked STEM 
learning to real world situations

agreed it was exciting for their 
students to learn STEM topics 
via The Australian Ballet’s sessions

100%
of teachers agreed 

that the Dance 
Education team 

demonstrated good 
teaching practice 
and engaged the 

students

52%
agreed that the 

sessions engaged 
students with 

English as a second 
language (for 38% 

it did not apply)

100%
of teachers valued 

having access to The 
Australian Ballet’s 

expertise 

100%
would recommend 

the program to other 
teachers

Quality
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“Thank you for all the effort and creativity in tailoring to our students 
with complex needs. Education team were compassionate, patient, 
gentle and engaging with our students and the students responded 

positively. We enjoyed getting up close with the show as in traditional 
theatres our students with vision and hearing impairments and other 
disabilities find it hard to access what is happening down on stage.

We also appreciated the interactive nature of the workshop and the 
addition of tactile props, costume and sensory objects which added 

extra stimulation for our students and motivated them to participate. 
The day was made easy for us by the Opera House and we are 

so happy we had the opportunity to be involved!”

- Special Education Teacher, New South Wales
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